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1. INTRODUCTION 
Define 
i 
1?1, ..., ?k, 1’3 6 
=I- 
B , 9 ..., B,, )‘I - B,, ..., Yk-pkr I’- f pi, 6- i /3, 
i=k+l j=m+ I 
i 
)(b& uy fI (l-ui)Y,-Pt-l 
( 
1- 
c .> 
m u, y-=.;“=k+Lh-’ 
r=l i= I ./=k+l 
7j = ui Xi, i = 1, . . . . k, . . . . r; 
Rey,>Rep,>O, i = 1, . . . . k; 
Re /3j > 0, j=k+ 1 , . . . . m, . . . . r; 
i 
J=k+l 
ei > 0; (1.1) 
and the path of the integration is 0 < ui < 1, i = 1, . . . . k, ui 2 0, j = k + 1, . . . . 
m, . . . . r, Cim,k+* Uj< 19 Cy=,+, UjG 1. 
The r-variable hypergeometric function defined in (1.1) is the integral 
transform of the mathematical expression 
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(1.2) 
under the r-fold Euler transformation. 
There are more than 20 known hypergeometric functions in one and 
more variables embodied in (1.1). It will be worthwhile to mention some 
of them: 
3 
X 
fff n 
ufl’-‘(1 -u,)“‘- 81-I (1-“z-u3)Y-s~-B3-~ 
,=I 
( 
1 -#,-XI 
X 
1 - U2.Y2 - 243 u3 > 
1 
du, du, du, 
Rey,>Re/?,>O, ReBz>O. Reb3>0, Ret7 -PI - B3) > 0, 
1.~~1 < 1, i= 1, 2, 3, and the path of integration is O<u, < 1, u2 20, 
u,bO, u,+u,< 1; 
1 -u1x, 2 
X 
1 - lQs2 - u3x3 > 
du, duz du,, 
Re y, > Re j?, > 0, I-y,1 < 1, IS~I + 1x31 < 1; 
3. F,(cl)=F,Ca,cr,cr;p,,82,B~;,I,,r,i’;.~,,?s,,.u31 
x(1-u,x-u,x-u,x,)~“du,du,du,, 
Rey,>Re/3,>0, ReBz>O, ReP,>O, Wy-b,-B,)>O, 
lx,1 + Ix21 < 1, lx,1 + 1x31 < 1; 
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Rey,>Rej?,>O, Reyr!>Re/Iz>O. I.Yzl < 1, I.~,1 + I%l < 1; 
X 
l-k-~2 
l-U,.Y,-u,.u, > 
adu du du 
’ ? jr 
Rey,>Refi,>O, Rep?>O, ReB3>0, Re(g - !L - B3) > 0, 
(x,I<r, I.uzl<s, IxJI<t, (I-r)s+(l-s)r=O, and the path of 
integration is 0 B u, < 1, u? 2 0, uj B 0, u2 + u3 < 1; 
Re PI >O, RelL>O, Re B, > 0, W-Bl-Pr-fi3)>0, 
I?r,l <r, lxzl cs, IxxI < t, r + s = TS, s = t, and the path of integration is 
~~20, i=l,2,3, and u,+u2+u3d1; 
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X 
1 -zlzx, 
1 - llI.K] - 112X) > 
x 
du, du,, 
ReB1>O, Rep,>& WY-8, -Pd>O, 
and the path of integration is U, 2 0, u2 3 0, uI + u2 d 1; 
8. Fy’(a) = Fy’[a; /I,, . . . . pn; y,, . . . . y,,; xl, . . . . x,,] 
x(1 -u,.K,- ... -u,x,)-‘du, . ..A., 
Re 7 i > Re pi > 0, i = 1, . . . . n, Ix,1 + “’ + Ix,1 < 1; 
9. Fg’(a) = F’,“‘[a; /?,, . . . . fin; 7; x,, . . . . x,,] 
= 5 ( I,“‘, LA- ... -P,, > 
r X 
Is J 
. . . PI-1 . . . 
Ul 
u,B”-‘(l -u,- . . . -u,)YvBl- ... --B,-I 
x(1-u,x,- ... -~,,x,)~~du,~~~du,, 
Re 8; > 0, i = 1, . . . . n, 
Re(y-/3,- ... -/I,,)>O, I.Kil < 1, i=l , ..., n, 
and the path of integration is 1.4~ 2 0, i = 1, . . . . n, uL + ‘. . + U, < 1. 
For n = 2, F$” and Fg’ reduce to Appell functions written as F, and F,, 
respectively. 
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Others which are included in ( 1.1) are 
etc. 
For definitions in terms of series see [9]. 
As we can see if we discuss the Lie theory of the mathematical expression 
(1.2) and then have the image of this discussion under the integral transfor- 
mation, that will lead us to the Lie theory of the r-variable function (1.1). 
and, for that matter, to the Lie theory of each of the hypergeometric 
functions embodied in (1.1). 
Generally, for discussing the Lie theory of a hypergeometric function the 
focal point is the differential equation (ordinary or partial) of which it is 
a solution. This has to be the case mainly in view of the fact that the 
elements of the symmetry algebra associated with the differential equation 
serve as linear operators on its solution space. However, in this paper, for 
discussing the Lie theory of functions embodied in (1.1) we depart from 
this practice and suggest an approach, altogether new, which will be free 
from dependence on a differential equation. 
Before we begin the Lie theoretic discussion of the functions, there arise 
very appropriate questions: How do we justify the discussion of the 
functions that we have singled out? Do they have any physical significance? 
We answer this appropriately in Section 2 where by using the Lie algebraic 
technique as in [ 11, we demonstrate that each of the functions turns out 
to be a solution of a system of 4-variable wave equations. (Note that a 
wave equation is one of the fundamental equations of mathematical 
physics. ) 
To get a proper direction for our new approach, we discuss in Sections 3 
and 4 the irreducible representations of the Lie algebras s/(2, @) and 
%(O, 1) [S]. The discussion culminates in theorems from where we come to 
know the path that we have to follow. To be precise, the theorems suggest 
the representations D(u, LX), r, and D(2u) of the special linear algebra 
~42, C), and R(o, cx, p) and flr.Ll of the oscilllator algebra %(O, 1). and it is 
here we get the direction. 
Guided by the discussion in Sections 3 and 4, we construct in Section 5 
one-variable models of representations D(0, CC). t,. D(2u), R(0, CC, (0). 
and ttu.i,. 
In Section 6, we prove a theorem which enables us to upgrade the one- 
variable models of Section 5 to (m + 1 )-variable models in which the represen- 
tation spaces have basis functions of the form (1 -x.f=, zi)” (1 Px;.=,+, z.,) ‘. 
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In Section 7, we introduce a transformation I defined in terms of the 
v-fold integral. Thereafter, we give the transforms of certain operator 
expressions needed for our discussion. 
In Section 8, at the outset we state a theorem, based on the trans- 
formation I, which will be instrumental in transforming the models of 
representations D(0, x), t,,, D(2u), R(0, CY., p), and to,,, with basis functions 
(l-~.fi=,=i)‘(l-~.:=k+l=~)-~ t” as in Section 6, into the new ones in 
which the basis functions are in terms of each the functions introduced in 
Section 1. 
To demonstrate the usefulness of the above discussion, in Sections 9 and 
10 we evolve a technique leading to recurrence relations and identities 
involving hypergeometric functions, most of them believed to be new. 
In Section 11, by making use of the symmetry algebra for J, and the 
transformation I introduced in Section 7, we obtain a symmetry algebra for 
F p+2 ptl. 
As will be seen, the models obtained in Section 8 are absolutely new. 
Though for some of the functions, namely, ,F,, F,, and F,, models already 
exist, see [3-5, 81, the models appearing in this paper, besides covering a 
class of several distinct hypergeometric functions, sport a different look 
altogether in as much as they are in terms of operators which are 
difference-differential operators. It is worth noting that it is mainly) due to 
the new, unconventional approach that we have succeeded in linking all 
these functions with the important Lie algebras 142, C) and $(O, 1). 
Further, it is worth pointing our that it is as a result of this approach that 
we eventually obtain “powerful” recurrence relations and identities which 
might not have struck us otherwise. For example, one of the identities that 
we obtain is 
x Fci 
c + at 
Y, Y, Y; 8, 81, A; 4 Y, i’; - 
-x* t 
d+ht’(d+bt)(c+(l-x,)at) 
-x2t 
(d+bt)(c+(l-x,)at) 1 
Likewise, 
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which is one of the functions imbedded in (l.l), turns out to be a solution 
of the system of difference-differential equations 
l-P’y.E 
L’ ’ 
i, j= 1, 2, i # j. 
2. HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS AS 
SOLUTIONS OF ~-VARIABLE WAVE EQUATIONS 
The hypergeometric function 
11' = ?F, [LX, p; 7; Z-J 
is a solution of 
(2.1) 
or 
It easily follows that 
is a solution of 
w(s, t, u, z) = ,F,[cr, 8; y; z] snt%4y (2.3 )
-{~utt}~l~~(z~+~61)}],*!=0. (2.4) 
The operators 
(2.5) 
.KF:171:1-13 
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generate a 4-dimensional complex abelian Lie algebra. This Lie algebra is 
locally transitive in its action on the manifold with coordinates (s, 1.4, t, z) 
with the exception of a singular submanifold of dimension ~4. As in [ 11, 
it follows that there exists a coordinate system (tl,, II?, L’~, L’~) such that the 
operators L’, L”, .I?, L”O’ eventually take the form dj&, , ii/&,, S/&J,, 
S/C%,, respectively. 
This gives 
so that 
1 1 
yj= -- 
v,’ 
(J= -- 
vz 
t= L’), _ _ v3v4 7-- 
v , 1’ 1 
w(vlr v?, v3, v4) = ?F, [& /3;p;-J “~%;%?-~ 
TABLE I 
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TABLE I-Continued 
Note. w, = l/v,. 
is a solution of 
(2.7) 
Equation (2.7) suggests that (2.4) is a wave equation in disguise. 
Furthermore, (2.6) and (2.7) suggest he following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. A function F(v,, u?, u3, u4, . ..) expressible as 
F= 2 A(n,, . . . . n,) VI-“- x:‘, u,n,,,~-P-~~~ hub (i.+~;=,c,rt,-II 2 ’ ” v, 
M,.u: . . . . . ,I, 
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where the ai’s, b.,‘s, and c,‘s are either 0 or 1, is a solution of the 4-cariable 
wave equation (2.7). 
Guided by Theorem 2.1, Table I exhibits that to each of the hyper- 
geometric functions introduced in Section 1, there corresponds a system of 
4-variable wave equations satisfied by it. 
Table I includes only 3-variable hypergeometric functions and Fy’ 
and F’,‘. 
3. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF s/(2, C) 
The complex Lie algebra s/(2, C) = L{ SL(2, C) ), the Lie algebra of the 
complex Lie group [6, p. 1713 
SL(2,C)= :a,b,c,dE@,ad-bc=l 
consists of all 2 x 2 matrices 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
having a basis [4, p. 21, 
satisfying the commutation relations 
p-0, S’] =5-f, p-0, y-1 = -$-, [s+, 5-l = 2Y0. (3.4) 
Let p be an irreducible representation of s/(2, C) on the vector space V, 
and let 
JO = p( SO), Jf =p(F+)), J- = p(F). (3.5) 
The linear operators Jo, .I+, J- satisfy the commutation relations (3.4). 
Define the spectrum S of Jo to be the set of all eigenvalues of Jo. 
Assume that the reresentation p satisfies the conditions: 
(i) p is irreducible. 
(ii) Each eigenvalue of Jo has multiplicity equal to one. There 
is a countable basis for V consisting of all the eigenvectors 
of Jo. (3.6) 
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Define the operator C on V by 
C=J+J- +JOJO-J”. (3.7) 
It is easy to check that C commutes with every operator p(x), 
x E sl( 2, C). 
Condition (ii) guarantees that S is countable and that there exists a basis 
for V consisting of vectors f*, J”,f, = if,. 
Then, as in [4, p. 401, 
(A) pus= either J+fP=lclP+,.fP+,, where Ic/,+, is a nonzero 
constant, or J+fP = 0; (ii) either JPfP = qPfP- ,, where q,, is a nonzero 
constant, or J-fP = 0. 
(B) S is connected in the sense 
S={p+n:nanyintegersuchthatn,<n<n,}, 
where n, and n, are integers. We do not exclude the possibility n, = - co 
or n2 = co. In addition, if A,1 + 1 E S, then $/ + , , nL + I # 0, since otherwise 
the irreducibility of p would be violated. 
(C) C = J+J- + JoJo -Jo = pZ, where I is the identity operator on V 
and p is a constant depending on p. 
The equation 
leads to the relation 
tiivli=P-4A- 11, 1” Es. (3.8) 
The representation p of s/(2, C) is uniquely determined by the constant p 
and the spectrum S of Jo. However, the nonzero constants A,,, fl* are not 
unique and may be chosen arbitrarily, indeed subject to (3.8). 
The above discussion leads us to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Every representation p of ~42, C) satisjjing conditions 
(3.6) is isomorphic to a representation in the following list: 
(i) The representations D(u, ~1) defined for all complex u, ix such that 
cr+u,cr--uarenotintegersandO<Recr<l; 
S= {cr+n:n=O, fl, f2, . ..). 
(ii) The representations T,, UEC, where 2u is not a nonnegative 
integer; S = ( - u+n:n=O, I,2 ,... 1.. 
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(iii) The representations D(2u) where 2u is a nonnegative integer; 
S={-u+n:n=O,l,..., 2uj-. 
For each of these representations there is a basis of I’ consisting of 
vectors fi, defined for each A E S such that 
J”f. = ALA, J’“L = 0. - u)f; + , , 
(3.9) 
J-h.= -(i+u)f,.-,, CF;.=(.I+J- +J”Jo-Jo~f~=u(u+l).f;.. 
(We make the convention on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (3.9) that ,f, = 0 
if 14 S.) 
In this paper we shall consider representations D(0, c(), T,, and D(2u) as 
described in (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively. 
4. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF OSCILLATOR ALGEBRA 5?(0, 1) 
The complex Lie aigebra %(O, l)=L[G(O. l)], the Lie algebra of 
I 1 ce’ a G(0, 1) = 0 e’ b 0 0 1 
L 0 0 0 
consists of all 4 x 4 matrices 
[ 
0 a2 %4 a1 zj il, 0s= 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 
having 0 0 0 I
FO= [ 0 1 0 o o o o ) 0 0 0 0 1 0 
3-= [ 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
o o o o 1 3 0 0 0 0 
a, b, c, T E C, (4.1) 
[ 0 0 0 0 Jr+ 0 0 1 0 = 
0 0 0 0’ 
(4.3) 
0 0 0 0 
1 
(4.4) 
as its basis. 
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The basis elements atisfy the commutation relations 
[p.y+]=y+, [SO, y-1 = -J-. [S-t, y-1 z -r, 
[s,s+]=[s,~~]=[s.~~~]=~. 
(4.5) 
where 8 is the 4 x 4 zero matrix. 
Let p be a representation of 9(0, 1) on the complex vector space V. Then 
the linear operators 
JO = p&TO), J+=p(r+f), J- = p(.FO). E= p(F) (4.6) 
satisfy the commutation relations (4.4). 
Let S be the spectrum of Jo, and define 
C= J+J- - EJ’. (4.7) 
It can be easily seen that C commutes with each p(x), .X E ‘S(O, 1). 
Assuming that p satisfies conditions (3.6), we eventually, as in Section 3, 
arrive at the following theorem [4, p. 421. 
THEOREM 4.1. Every representation of Y(0, 1) satisfying (3.6) and for 
which E # 0 is isomorphic to a representation in the following list: 
(i) The representation R(o, a, p) defined for all p, a, w E @ such that 
.u#O,O<Rea<l,ando+aisnotaninteger: 
S=(a+n:n=O, +l, &2 ,... ),. 
(ii) The representations fk,,lu defined for all p, w E C such that p # 0: 
S=(-w+n:n=0,1,2 ,... ). 
For each of the cases (i) and (ii) there is a basis of V’ consisting of vectors 
f). defined for each ;1 E S such that 
Jo = Afi, EfA = fif;. 1 
J+-fA=pf,+,, J-fi = (2 + o)f,. - , (4.8) 
Cf>,= (J+J- - EJ)f,=,aofjL. 
(On the right-hand side of these equations we assume fn = 0 if 14 S.) 
5. ONE-VARIABLE MODELS 
Guided by Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1, we give below one-variable 
models of representations D(0, a), T,, and D(2u) of s/(2, a=) and R(0, a, p) 
and tco.LI of 9(0, 1). 
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Representation D(0, a) 
d 
JO= ?‘-&, 
d 
J+‘=+&, J-=-d 
dy ’ 
f;. = Y”, (5.1) 
where/1ES={a+n:aEC--{Oj,O<Rea<l,n=O, +-, +2,...).Operators 
{JO, J+, JP } induce the multiplier representation T, of the local Lie group 
SL(2, C) [4], as 
CT,(g)fl(l’)=f s 9 
( .> 
(5.2) 
where 
ad-bc= 1. 
Representation t, 
Jo= -u+$ 
dy ’ 
J-=-P 
J’=y(-2u+Y3 (53) 
dq.’ 
fi( y) = .v+n, 
where 
RES={-u+n:n=O, I,2 ,... }. 
The multiplier representation Tz of the local Lie group St(2, C) is 
CT,(g)fl(l’)=(b~+d)2”f cd , 
( > 
where 
ad-bc= 1. 
Representation D(2u) 
Jo= 
d 
-“+yc 
J+=y(-2u+yf), 
J- = --$ fi( y) = ?,[‘fA 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
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where 
AES= (--u+n :n=o, 1,2, . ..) 2Uj.. 
The multiplier representation T, of the global Lie group X(2, C) is 
CT,(g)fl(,‘)=(b~+d)2”f cd , 
(. > 
gESL(2, a=). 
Representation R(0, CL, u) 
d 
Jo=?‘&, E=,LL, J+ =p.~‘, 
d 
J- =&’ .fdy)= ?‘^, 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
Operators {Jo, E, Jf, JP > induce the multiplier representation T, of the 
local Lie group G(0, 1) [4], as 
[ T4( g)f]( y) = ek”h”fo’f(ery + e’c), 
1 cer a 5 
[ 1 (5.8) 0 eT b 0 g= o o 1 o ~(30, 1). 0 0 0 1 
Representation t,,,, 
Jo= -~+~d 
dy ’ 
E=p, J+ = pi?; 
lES={--W+n:n=o, I,2 )... }. 
(5.9) 
The multiplier representation T, of the global Lie group G( 0, 1) is 
[ T,( g)f] = ep’6”fa’-wrf(e’y + e’c), gEG(O, 1). 
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6. MULTIVARIABLE MODELS 
The following theorem will help us in “upgrading” one-variable models 
of Section 5 to multivariable models: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let w =.f( y) and 
)‘=‘(l-r;l,~i)(l-,~+,;,)~‘. 
Then 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
Proqf The conclusion of the theorem follows from 
SW dy dw -=-- 
dz,, lb,, & ’ 
n = 1. . . . . r 
and 
where 
do dvdw -=L- 
St 2t 4s’ 
when n = 1, . . . . k 
when n = k + 1, . . . . r. 
Based on Theorem 6.1 the multivariable models are as follows. 
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Representation D(u) 
_( 
JO=tz, 
J+ =f;l,li~l-~,~,~~-t~,~ 
,JES={tx+n:aEC-{O},O<Recr<l,n=O, kl, +2,...). 
(6.3 1 
Representation r, 
Jo= -,,t$ 
J+=t[~,‘i(l-~,~,)~+t~ 
-2u(*-~,~l)(*-;~+,~,)~‘]~ 
J-m = t-1 
L,&(*- i 1,)$-t;]. 
j=k+l 
A(- L,, . . . . zr, t) = t”+ * (l-~,;,.‘(l-,~~+,~,)~l~~~A, 
AES={-u+n:n=O,l,2,...} 
Representation D(2u) 
Jo= -u+r$ 
J+=f[~,~f(l-,~+,)~+t~ 
-2u(*-~,~f)(*-i~+,~.i)~‘] 
J- =[~-I [i’ z;(l- i +$I$], 
i= I ;=k+l 
f;(;,, . ..) zr, t) = tuci (l-~,~,)u+~(*-,~~+,~l)~~.., 
iES= (-u+n :n=o, l,...) 2u). 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
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Representation R(0, ~1, ,u) 
(6.6) 
fki 7 . ..? z~,t~=t~~(l-~,i)i(l-I~+,i,)~~~. 
L~S={~1+n:a~@-~O},O~Rea~1,n=O,f1, +2 ,... }. 
Representation Tco.ti 
Jo= --o+t%, E=,u, 
,+=,,(I-; )( 
k 
zr 1 - i 
-I 
zi , 
r=l I=k+l 
J~=t-‘[t~-~,~,(l-,~+~~,)~], (6.7) 
7. EULER TRANSFORMATION 
Guided by the fact that the r-variable hypergeometric function 2 
defined in (1.1) arises from the mathematical expression 
by means of the Euler transformation (or integral transformation), we 
introduce a transformation based on the Euler transformation and then 
compute the transforms of certain expressions. In the next section we shall 
make use of these transforms to obtain new models, from the ones 
constructed in Section 6, in which the basis functions will be in terms of 
hypergeometric functions as introduced in Section 1. 
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Let V be a complex vector space consisting of all functions .f(z,, . . . . z,) 
analytic at (z, , . ..) zr) = (0, . ..) 0). 
Define 
( 
r 
= .> 
6-qxm,, /I,~- 1 
x l- u, j-(2,, . ..) zr) du, ‘. .du,, (7.1) 
/=#I+ I
z; = u;x,, i= 1, . . . . r: 
Re 11~ > Re p, > 0, i= 1 , . . . . k; 
Re P, > 0, j=k+ 1 . . . . . m, . . . . r : 
Re i 
j=m+l 
and the path of integration is 0 < ui d 1, i= 1, . . . . k, 11.~2 0, j= k + 1, . . . . 
m ,... ,r, ~~=k+,Uj<l. C~=,+,Uj<l. 
Then W = IV is an isomorphic image of V under the transformation 
I: f(Z1, . ..) 2, ) -+ 4 80 Y,, Y, 4 *%I. 
Now we obtain transforms of certain expressions, needed for our 
discussion, under the transformation I in terms of differential operators as 
well as difference operators defined as 
E,,MB,. Pz, . ..)=NB1+ 1, pz, . ..I. 
&h( B, * B2r ... )=NB, - 1, Bz, . ..) 
(7.2) 
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The following are the transforms under I: 
l<i<r 
lQj<k 
(7.3) 
k+l,<j<m 
m+ldjbr. 
I f.f =sLp,;&h, l<i<r. 1 1 U, ’ I 
8. MODELS INVOLVING HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
To obtain models in which the basis functions involve hypergeometric 
functions as defined in Section 1, we allow ourselves to be guided by the 
integral representations of these functions as in Section 1, multivariable 
models as in Section 6, as also the following theorem, without proof. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let p be an irreducible representation of a Lie algebra Y 
in terms of basis operators {J, , . . . . J, } on a representation space V udth basis 
functions { fi. : A E S), and let a be another irreducible representation of 29 in 
terms of basis operators ( K, , . . . . K,,) on a representation space W with basis 
functions {It;. : A E S} such that 
1. K,=IJ,IP’,i=l,2 ,..., n 
2. h,=If,,AES 
Then p and a are isomorphic. Indeed the behaviour of the commutation 
relations satisfied bjl the K’s is the same as the J’s 
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In view of Theorem 8.1, the K-operators {K’, K+, K- ) and the basis 
functions (h, : I E S} corresponding to the representations D(u, a), t,, and 
D(2u) of the Lie algebra sf(2, C) are 
where 
for D( U, a), 
for L 
for D( 2~) 
Indeed, 
and 
K-h,= --Ah. / 
K” = IJ’I-‘, K+ = IJ+I-‘, 
K- =ZJ-I-‘, 
(8.1) 
11;. =!f;. ,
S=I~+n:a~a=-lO),O~Recc<l,n=O, +l, &2,...\,; 
Is= (--u+n:n=O, 1,2,...); 
S={-u+tz:n=o, l,...) 2U). 
[K”, K+] = KC, [K’, K-1 = -K--, 
[K+, K-1 = 2K”, 
K’h, = Ah;. , K+h, = (-2~ + A) hA+, 
(8.2) 
(8.3) 
(8.4) 
17 C’h;.= (K+K- + K°Ko- K”- K’)h,=u(u+ 1)/z,. 
Likewise, the operators {K’, E, K+, K-j and the basis functions (h,: 1 E S j 
corresponding to the representations S’(O, CI, p) and rcoy of the Lie algebra 
9(0, 1) are 
K” = ZJ’Z-‘, E= IEI-I, K+ = IJ+I-, 
K- = IJ-I-‘, h,=!f>, 
(8.5) 
where 
for W( 0, 01, p), S=(afn:a~@-{O),O~Recc<l,n=O, *I, +2,...); 
for t,,,, s= {--w+n:n=o, 1,2 )... }. (8.6) 
Certainly, 
[K’, K’J = K+, [K’. K-1 = -K-, [K’, Km- ] = -E, 
[E,K+]=[E,K-]=[E,KO]=@, 
(8.7) 
and 
K’h,=(-s+A)h;., Eh,=ph,, 
K+h;.=ph,,,, K-h,=Ah;-,, 
C’h,=(K+K- - EK”)hi=poh,. 
(8.8) 
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TABLE II 
Function Representation Model 
F!;‘(A) 
F’,“‘(J) 
F’,“‘(A) 
F’,“‘(I) 
F’,“‘(I) 
F;‘(A) 
Fb”‘(i) 
F’,“‘(I) 
KO= r(?,,‘c%) 
R+ = r(C:=, x, (c?:‘&r,) +r(C7;‘tv)) 
K-=r~‘[(l-~~~L(~,.~-il!i.‘)E8,i,)~;~,.Y,(S,liis,)-t~~~dr)~ 
h,(s,, . . . . s,, t) = F’;‘[L; /I,, . . . . /I,,; ;‘,, .._, 11,; s,, ._., s.] t’. 
KU= -u+r(SiZI) 
r,] I”. 
XJt’uf~. 
Ko= --u+qc?isr) 
K+=r[(l -C:=,cB,.r,lp)E~,~)(~:;=, s,(aja.~,)-Zu)+r(d/dr)] 
Km =t-‘(x:=, s,(?,dx,)-t(i?,‘df)) 
h,(.r,. _.., x,, I) = F1,“‘[ --u -I; fi,, . . . . /?,; i’; s,, . . . . .YJ~“+~. 
K”=r(S.:dr), E=p 
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Guided by the above discussion, we give in Table II models of represen- 
tations of the Lie algebras ~42, C) and g(O, 1) for the hypergeometric 
functions Fz’ and Fg’ introduced in Section 1. Models for other hyper- 
geometric functions follow likewise. 
9. IDENTITIES BASED ON MODELS 
Based on the discussion as in the previous sections, we suggest a method 
for obtaining identities, most of them believed to be new. 
Identities Involving F, 
From model (6.3) of the representation D(U) we have 
J+=t u&+u$+t; , 
> 
(9.1) 
I 2 
.fi(U,, U?, t)=(l -U,S, -U,.qPA t’., 
~~S={~1+n:a~@-{0},O~Recc<1,n=0, fl, +2,...}. 
The multiplier representation T of the local Lie group SL(2, C) induced 
by the J-operators is 
CT(s)fl(u,, ~2, t) 
=fL 
Ul 
d+bt)(a+ (c/t)(l -u,x, -u2x2)) 
u2 t(a + c/t) 
(d+ bt)(a+ (c/t)( 1 - U,X, - uzxz))’ d+ bt > ’ 
(9.2) 
i:i<f, i;i<f, (c(1-~~~~~-~2~~~)l<~, -x<arga.argd<n, 
and g = [z 21, ad - bc = 1, lies in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the 
identity element e = [A y] E SL(2, C). 
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Using Theorem 8.1 along with transforms (7.3), we get another model 
of D(a) 
(9.3 1 
h,(P,, B2,1’, t) = F,Ck B,, 82; Y’; .x1, -Y?l t”, 
~ES={0!+n:crE@-{O},O~Recc<l,n=O, fl, *2,...). 
Model (9.3) gives rise to the recurrence relations 
P1~,(P1+l)+BzF(Pz+l)+(~-~,-~Z)F,=~F,(~+l)r (9.4) 
j, [PjF,(Pi+l)-~~ipi(ei+ ‘)Fl(/?j+2,)‘+ 1) 
+siPi(Pi+ l) 
F,(p;+ 1,1’+ 1) 
1’ 
B1B2.d (P + 1 Bz+ l,)l+ l)+Mx F,(/?.+ 1 y+ 1) -- 
1’ “’ - y’ ” I 
-(n+Bl+/L)F,= -F,(E.-I), (9.5) 
where 
and F,(A + 1) stands for F, with A replaced by A + 1, etc. 
The multiplier representation T’ induced by the K-operators is 
CT’(g)hl(8,, B2,1’, t)= [(IT(g) I-‘h)l(B,, 82, ~7 t), (9.6) 
when T(g) is given by (9.2). 
Now, to obtain identities, it can be shown that 
(9.7) 
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is a simultaneous solution of 
and 
(K+K- +KOKO-KO)H=O (9.8) 
(KO-a) fi (K0-E+6i-1)-K+ fi (F-,%+a,) H=O. 
j= 1 i= 1 1 
Using Weisner’s expansion as in [2, lo], we have 
T’(g)H= z a,*(gjF,Cr+n;a,,aZ;r;x,,x,l Pf”. (9.9) 
II = - % 
We obtain the following as special cases from (9.9): 
x FG ~,~,~;8,P,,Bz;~,~,)‘;t+o, 
x, t xu,t 
t+w(l -x,)‘t+o(l --x2) 1 
= f r(6)qa+njr(/3+nj F cr+n,p+?z, l+cc--i’+i1 
r(a) r(p) r(l +n) r(6+nj3 ’ 1 +n, d+n ;w ,I= -x 1 
xF,Ccr+n;B,,/12;1’;“,,.~~]t~, (9.10) 
It+ol+ 
x, t 
< 1, 
.x-2 t
t+o(l -.Y,) 
Ir+wl+ 
t+w(l +x1) 
< 1; 
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In (9.10) the terms corresponding to n = - 1, - 2, - 3, . . . are well-defined 
in view of the relation 
r(a+n)I-(B+n)I-(6) 
,~Ifmkr(a)r(p)r(6+n)r(l+n)3F2 
x+n, 1 +u+n, p+n 
1+n,6+n ;a 1 
=U+-Wkw” F 
k! 3 2 l+vJw l+k,6 1 ’ (9.13) 
In each of the above identities we find an expression involving FG on the 
left-hand side while the right-hand side is a series in terms of basis 
functions of the operator C’= K+K- + K’K’-- K’. We can reverse this as 
in [2], in which case we shall get 
,, n = 
2(> 
r(l-o+2k)r(l-r+n) 
k=O k r(l-o+n+k)r(l-r+k) 
xFG[-k, -k, -k;r-k,B,,Bz;D-2k+1,)‘,Y;t,.Y,,-Y2]t-k. 
(9.14) 
On the other hand if we consider the model (6.4) of the representation 
t,, the identity that will follow is 
-s, t --x,t 
(d+bt)(c+(l-.u,)at)‘(c+bt)(c+(l-xz)at) 1 
=zo$(q)” F,[/3; -n.y+n:d;X,s] 
xFIC-n;B1,/32;‘i;x,,.~,l, (9.15) 
c + at 
I II 
x , t 
d+bt + (d+bt)(c+(l-.u,)at) <” 
c + at I /I x2 t d+bt + (d+bt)(c+(l-.u,)at) < 1. 
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10. IDENTITIES INVOLVING Fz,F,, AND >F, x ?F, 
By following the method in the last section, we can obtain recurrence 
relations and identities involving all the remaining hypergeometric 
functions introduced in Section I. However, we avoid details and give 
results only for Fz, F,, and >F, x ?F, 
Recurrence Relations 
+ -vi PA Bi + 1) Fz(B,+ 1.l’,+ 1) i’, 
-p11J3”iF2(/?,+I /3 +I,fi+I)+P’F2(Pi+1,~i+1) ? 2 ?‘, y i 1 
-(E.+,9~+~2)F2= -i,F,(A- l), (10.2) 
where 
where 
x18182 -----FF,(~,-tl,~Zfl,~,+l)+(~-~,-~?)F~=~F~(~fl). 
‘r’l 
(10.4) 
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F”=~F,[-l;“l;~y,]~F,[^:~l;,Y~]. 
Identities 
(1-t)-vy’ 
--cot .Y, 
a;p,P,,B_:&Yl,jlZ;- - 
-y? 
l-t’l-t’l-t 1 
= f !f$F,[+y ] ;o Fz[cr+n;B,,Bz;~,,~r;X,,-Y2]tn, (10.5) 
rr=O . 
xFy)[-k;r-k,~,,~2;t’-2k+1,)I,,yz;t,.~,,.~z]t-k; (10.7) 
f (@L(& (r+w),, 
n=O n! (4, 
.Yl t 
p,,p2,fiz; ---n,a+n, -z-n;y,y,y;G,.XZ.z 1 
f(h)f(a+n)f(b+n) a+n, l+a+n,p+n 
l+n,6+n 
;a 1 
xF,[-a-n,cc+n;p,,pz;r;.u,,.~,]t~; (10.8) 
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x, t x, 0 
x F,, p,, pz, /I?; -a---l, cr+n, --a--n;?,, i’?, Y2;- x2, A 
t+w’. t+o 1 
x J, --31-n, BL 1 [ 2-1 a+n,b2 ; -Xl ; x2 t”: 71 72 1 
xF’,3’ 
-cot -x,t x2 
a+n;B+n,B,+n,B2;6+n,~,+n,y2;- - - 1-t’ I-t’l-t 1 
=m~o~zF,[-,‘: w] ,F, [ -;fl;.q] ,F, [“+;“;x2] t”. 
(10.10) 
11. SYMMETRY ALGEBRA FOR p+ ?F,+, 
Miller, in his paper [7], has addressed the symmetry algebra associated 
with the hypergeometric function 
satisfying 
(11.1) 
-{sut~]{t-+~+t~-l)}]fm~;=o. (11.2) 
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Equation (11.1) gives rise to operators 
Lay=St 
[ 
(1-z,&; ) 1 
L,,,=s+-~ 
i 
a a a 
z(1 -3)S_-zuU+ti)t- 1 , 
‘L 1 
(11.3) 
(11.4) 
Laar=s-‘u-‘tr’ z(z- 
[ 
I)~-t~+zs~+zu~-z+ 1 1 ) 
,=,2-!,li-i,r-l 
at 2 as 2 du 2’ 
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which satisfy the relations 
- 
L= 
L 
L” 
L, 
L’ 
L.) 
L’; 
L,, 
L”’ 
L, 
L”“’ 
L 
Ml 
and 
frpr = (11.6) 
where fi ,~ I.lr,.j mans Ji,a.y with CI replaced by CI + 1, etc. 
The L- and J-operators generate a complex 15dimensional simple Lie 
algebra isomorphic to s/(4, C). In analogy with quantum theory, this Lit 
algebra is called the dynamical symmetry algebra of the ,F, . Further, each 
of the triplets 
(J+,J-,JO)E (LZ, L,,J,‘,, (L”, L/J,), (L’, L,.,J,), 
CL%;‘, L,,,J,+Jj,), Jp, L,;.,J,+J;.), 
{L? L,,,,J,+J,{+J;,) (11.8) 
satisfies (3.4), and, as such, generates a Lie algebra isomorphic to s/(2, C). 
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Now, considering that 
Rey,,Re/?,>O, 
we can apply the Euler transformation, introduced in Section 7, repeatedly 
on ZF1 and its symmetry algebra, and thus eventually obtain a symmetry 
algebra for 
satisfying 
This symmetry algebra for F pt2 ptl which results in as such, has the 
following operators as its basis: 
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and 
J =,‘-A,!? 
1 as 2 a 
J =,?-‘,’ 
B al4 2 at 
(11.13) 
The K- and J-operators generate a Lie algebra which is again isomorphic 
to s/(4, C). The action of these operators on 9&(~, t, cl. :) is exactly similar 
to those of L- and J-operators on fis7(s, t, ~1, i). 
Indeed, each of the triplets 
{J’, J-, Jo} = {K”, K,, J,), {K”, Kp, Ja}, {P, K;., J,}, 
(Kmi., Kq, J1+J,), {K”‘, K,,., J,+J.r}, 
{ KmS7, K,,;, , J, + J, + J, ) (11.14) 
satisfies (3.4). 
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12. CONCLUSION 
In Section 9 and 10 we have invoked only the representations D(E) and 
t,, of s/(2, C) for obtaining recurrence relations and identities involving 
some of the hypergeometric functions F,, F,, F3, and ,F, x zF,. We can in 
a similar way make use of other representations, both of s/(2, C) and 
%(O, l), for obtaining more recurrence relations as well as identities. 
It may be remarked that the representation D(2u) of s/(2, C) is very 
interesting. It has the rich potential of discussing unitary representations of 
the compact Lie group SU(2) on the Hilbert space corresponding to each 
of the hypergeometric functions embodied in (1.1). As this discussion is 
going to be quite comprehensive, we shall take it up separately in a subse- 
quent paper. 
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